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(4
th

 of August 2014) 

Newsletter for July 2014 from the Chair 

 
July has been another rather busy month for CERCA, filled with meetings and correspondence related to 

CERCA’s priority action program. Substantial progress has been made in terms of networking with 

Government agencies and important stakeholders. The estuary exhibition at the Vancouver Island 

Regional Library proved to be a real success. It has received a lot of attention enjoying an incredible 

exposure addressing all target groups. The Library receives more than 800 visitors daily. As indicated by 

Melanie Reavely, the Chief Librarian, the exhibit is truly complementary to the library’s mandate and 

considered a great asset. Meanwhile we had a request by the Squamish River Watershed Society to 

borrow the exhibit in January 2015. CERCA is grateful to Ryan Hetschko for having accepted the 

responsibility for the exhibition in terms of logistics, arranging for display locations, transport, and all 

other matters. 

A brief account of July activities 

  7 July: Goetz participated in  a two-day CVRD workshop on water Governance. About 60 

participants discussed water-related issues of the Cowichan Valley Regional District (threats and 

weaknesses in form of a problem tree elaborated within the preceding workshop). Center to the 

discussion was the increasing shortage of water as a result of unsustainable water use, climate 

change and poor management of Cowichan Lake water storage and River water. Increasing 

ground- and surface water shortages and corresponding cause-effect relationships were also 

subject to a lively debate. Options of water use regulation, sustainable financing of watershed 

protection, water use, and infrastructure maintenance, and governance models were discussed. 

Workshop proceedings will be elaborated by the organizers and a task force established to pursue 

the issues under discussion. 

 8 July: Goetz and Rob Marshall were invited to a CVRD Board meeting at which the bridge 

project was presented to the Board by Alison Garnett, the CVRD Planner in charge of the 

development permit application. The bridge project was unanimously approved by the CVRD 

Board pending FLNRO’s approval and changes to Lease 103104. Development Permit 

application fees for the bridge project paid by CERCA have subsequently been waived by the 

CVRD Board. 

 8 July: Shaw TV interview with Goetz and Mark Dickson (Head of Exhibition Department of 

Royal BC Museum) on mobile exhibit at the Vancouver Island Regional Library aired for one full 

week on the local channel 4. Mark emphasized the mutual benefit of cooperation between the 

Royal BC Museum and CERCA and indicated that this successsful trial will result in an 

expansion of the Museum’s community outreach program. 

 12 July: CERCA meeting with Western Stevedoring (WS). CERCA represented by Margaret 

Riess, Goetz and Rob Marshall; Western Stevedoring by  Brad Eshelman (CEO), Allen Moore 

(Vancouver Island Superintendant), and Rob James, the Westcan Terminal Supervisor. Also 

invited was Bryan Thacker from Pacific Industrial Marine. Although the discussion focused on 

the bridge project potential future cooperation related to other issues were part of the agenda. In 

essence, Western Stevedoring supports the project in principle and wants to work jointly with 

CERCA on its implementation. The question of liability for the bridge was raised. It is assumed 

that WS’s liability insurance will apply. The only still outstanding permit depends on WS’s “no 
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objection” letter to be send to FLNRO’s Land Department to receive final approval for changes to 

be made to Lease 103104. 

 14 July: Log boom grounding issue: Bill Andrews set deadline for CEEMC response to his letter 

send to the CEEMC in early July. Meanwhile Goetz contacted the Ombudsperson Office 

Victoria. In response to the discussion with the Ombudsman Office a file on the log boom issue 

will be opened and and a case Officer assigned accordingly. The case Officer will work jointly 

with CERCA and West Coast Environmental Law. 

 16 July: Power Point presentation on WFP Mill issues to North Cowichan City Council by Goetz 

supported by Beate Weber-Schuerholz and George Croy. Western Forest Products wsa present 

(un-invited) represented by Derek Haupt and two other staff members from WFP Headquarters; 

WFP also had invided a representative of the United Steelworker Association (former employee 

at the Cowichan Bay saw mill) to speak on behalf of WFP emphasizing the economic importance 

of industry in the Cowichan Valley. The CERCA presentation focused on still unresolved light 

and noise pollution issues, dredgate storage/infilling on the mill site, and the log boom/transport 

issue, requesting North Cowichan to enforce corresponding existing bylaws and comply with 

OCP stipulations. Mayor Lefebure and Mark Ruttan officially requested WFP to respond to the 

issues raised in writing to the North Cowichan City Council offering sustainable solutions to the 

on-going concerns. CERCA will be informed accordingly.  

 17 July: Power Point presentation to the CVRD Economic Development Committee (EDC) by 

Goetz supported by Geoff Strong and Rob Marshall. The presentation was well received, the 

bridge project found unanimous Committee approval; George Robbins (Chair of EDC) offered 

personal and EDC assistance if needed. Rob Marshall provided additional information on 

technical problems related to the bridge and under-structure. 

 17 July:   Cowichan Stewardship Round Table participation. CERCA represented by Geoff 

Strong, Goetz Schuerholz and George Croy. Major focus of meeting on Cowichan Lake and 

River water shortage. Goetz discussed with representatives of Sidney Anglers Association 

cooperation opportunities and possible financial support for bridge project with highly positive 

response. CERCA subsequently requested a copy of the current ToR of the CSRT, which Kate 

Miller later supplied together with the 100-year salmon recovery plan prepared by Cowichan 

Tribes and their contractors.  Plans are to start review of the ToR at one of the next CSRT 

meetings. 

 18 July:  CERCA asked Jamie Smith for a Quad Copter demonstration. Jamie has offered his 

remote sensing expertise and use of Quad Copter services to CERCA for the planned estuary 

habitat mapping project. Present: Goetz, George Croy, Geoff Strong and Robert Flach. Very 

impressive capability of his unit which produces geo-referenced high resolution vertical 

photography ideally suited for habitat mapping to be supported by ground truthing. CERCA to 

follow up on this with Jamie. 

 

1. Financial report and charitable status: Margaret provided Board members at the last Board 

meeting from July 31 with an updated  financial spreadsheet. As of July 31 CERCA’s account 

balance amounts to $856.55. The Board discussed fund raising options. Margaret reported on 

charitable status application which still is being processed by Internal Revenue.  

 

2. Bridge Project: At the Board meeting July 31 Rob Marshal reported on technical aspects of the 

bridge project including the geo-technical surveys by Onsite Engineering (slab footing option) and 

Ryzak Geotechnical survey centering on the use of pilings for the bridge sub-structure. Rob 

provided a detailed budget composed of the quotes by Pacific Industrial Marine for the breach and 

bridge construction, BC Hydro’s quote for relocation of the underground line,  the cost for an 

increase in road elevation and paving,  and Herold Engineering for the technical design work. 
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DFO has approved additional funding of $30,000 for the bridge construction. There is a budget 

shortfall which requires additional fund raising currently underway. 

 

3. Bridge Permit Requirements:  All permits specified by the CEEMC have either been issued or 

approved in principle. The only permit missing is from FLNRO’s Lands Branch which supports 

the project in principle but requires a written “no objection” agreement by the current Lessee of 

Lease 103104 officially held by Tidal Harmany Holdings which has been taken over by Western 

Stevedoring.  

 

4. New Business arising 
 

Herring Project. Based on discussions with the Squamish Streamkeepers Association (SSA)  

Goetz researched the feasibility of applying the highly successful herring enhancement efforts by  the 

SSA to Cowichan Bay. Since 2007 the Squamish Streamkeepers have been working on herring 

recovery projects in Howe Sound and other areas along the coast and more recently in Campbell 

River. Dr. Matson graciously shared with Goetz the technical know how and has provided CERCA 

with a very comprehensive power point presentation illustrating the history of the Squamish project 

and describing the technique and materials used in detail. At the August 31 Board meeting the Board 

approved the project on a trial basis in Cowichan Bay. Goetz has collected data on the material to be 

used and discussed with Sidney Anglers Association cooperation for the project with very positive 

response. Currently details are being worked out with Sidney Anglers to jointly implement the project 

focussing on three pilot sites between Cowichan Bay and Goldstream. This project provides an 

excellent opportunity to generate synergies between CERCA and Sidney Anglers Association. If 

successful, the project will be expanded to other sites of the Salish Sea. 

 

A motion was passed during the last CERCA Board meeting to delegate the project coordination to  

Robert Flach to be assisted by John Atkinson. Robert and John have agreed to accept this 

responsibility. Robert will organize a scuba diving crew from his Victoria club for the under-water 

work. The monitoring of the wrapped pilings will be arranged with fisheries biologists hopefully 

involving Living River and the BC Conservation Foundation.  

 

WFP proposed dredging of mouth of Mill Pond: The Mill Manager Derek Haupt informed Goetz 

that WFP has submitted a dredging permit application to the CEEMC which subsequently has been 

approved for the low tide window in August. The dredging will not require excavators entering the 

estuary. The excavation of gravel accumulated in the centre of the log transport channel will be 

removed by an excavator stationed at the end of the pond’s retainer wall. On the request by CERCA 

the Mill Manager has agreed to remove at this occasion the rip-rap left after the removal of the 

temporary bridge that was used during the 2013 dredging of the log transpot channel (contrary to the 

DFO dredging permit!).  

 

I sincerely hope that I will see you all on August 28 for our annual general meeting. 

Cheers, 

Goetz 

________________ 

Goetz Schuerholz 

Chair CERCA 
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